The quest for comprehensive generative models of intonation that link linguistic and paralinguistic functions to prosodic forms has been a longstanding challenge of speech communication research. More traditional intonation models have given way to the overwhelming performance of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques for training model-free, end-to-end mappings using millions of tunable parameters. The shift towards machine learning models has nonetheless posed the reverse problem -a compelling need to discover knowledge, to explain, visualise and interpret. Our work bridges between a comprehensive generative model of intonation and state-of-the-art AI techniques. We build upon the modelling paradigm of the Superposition of Functional Contours model and propose a Variational Prosody Model (VPM) that uses a network of deep variational contour generators to capture the context-sensitive variation of the constituent elementary prosodic cliches. We show that the VPM can give insight into the intrinsic variability of these prosodic prototypes through learning a meaningful prosodic latent space representation structure. We also show that the VPM brings improved modelling performance especially when such variability is prominent. In a speech synthesis scenario we believe the model can be used to generate a dynamic and natural prosody contour largely devoid of averaging effects.
Introduction
The quest for comprehensive generative models of intonation that link linguistic and paralinguistic functions to prosodic forms has been a longstanding challenge of speech communication research. The first quantitative models proposed in the early 70s by Fujisaki [11] , Gårding [12] and consorts, the transcription frameworks for intonation and rhythm, e.g. TOBI [24] , INTSINT [16] , etc., and the more complex generative models of intonation proposed in the late 90s by Bailly [1] , Xu [26] were focusing on extracting elementary prosodic atoms or geons [4] that syntactically combine to form the observed prosodic contours. The quest for building blocks and organisation principles of intonation systems is fundamental for understanding how oral languages are built, learnt and evolve. Modelling constraints also spare data requirements -we certainly experience few samples of the extraordinary varieties of expressive emotions, e.g. the Baron-Cohen et al [3] taxonomy comprises 412 auditory-visual patterns, but we master most of them on a large arsenal of textual supports.
This quest is now swept by the overwhelming performance of AI techniques for training model-free, end-to-end mappings using millions of tunable parameters. The success of these general purpose machine learning models has nonetheless now posed the reverse problem -a compelling need to discover knowledge, to explain, visualise and interpret.
Our work bridges between a comprehensive generative model of intonation and state-of-the-art AI techniques. We build upon the modelling paradigm of the Superposition of Functional Contours (SFC) model [1, 2, 23] , by designing a deep architecture [15] that incorporates state-of-the-art variational inference [19, 27] and is jointly trained using backpropagation [18] . Our proposed Variational Prosody Model (VPM) has the capability of capturing context-sensitive variations of the constituent elementary prosodic atoms, i.e. multiparametric clichés [10] that encode given linguistic and paralinguistic functions onto units of variable size, or scope. These clichés are multiparametric because they feed a multiparametric prosodic score that includes intonation, rhythm, but can also include function-specific eye, head and body movements, etc. Moreover, the VPM is able to learn a meaningfully structured prosodic latent space representation of this variability.
We compare here the modelling power of the VPM to the original SFC and the weighted SFC (WSFC) [14] , which adjoins a weighting module to each contour generator for scaling its contribution in the decomposition. We demonstrate that the proposed deep architecture of the VPM outperforms both the SFC and WSFC when functional contour variability is prominent. Finally, we show that within the function-specific prosodic latent spaces, the VPM is able to capture spatio-temporal variations of the clichés that go beyond modelling their mean (SFC) or simple amplitude scaling (WSFC). Although, we do not explore it here, we believe this variational modelling power of the VPM can readily be used in a speech synthesis scenario to generate rich and natural sounding prosodic contours.
The SFC and WSFC
The SFC modelling paradigm supposes that multiple functions acting on multiple units are transmitted via prosody using a simple channel sharing procedure. Thus, the prosody of the utterance is simply performed by overlapping-and-adding all contributing multiparametric clichés. The problem of decomposing prosody into these elementary patterns is ill-posed because the SFC does not impose any a priori constraints on the spatio-temporal patterns such as bandwidth or shape. In the SFC, these clichés, in fact, emerge from statistical modelling -an iterative analysis-by-synthesis training process is used to train so-called function-specific contour generators (CGs) [21] . The SFC has been successfully used to model different functions acting at various linguistic levels, including: attitudes [23] , grammatical dependencies [22] , cliticisation [2] , focus [6] , as well as tones in Mandarin [8] .
The Weighted SFC model [14] , introduces a weighted contour generator (WCG), shown in Fig. 1 , that incorporates a weight module responsible for scaling its contribution in the decomposition. This is similar to the Mixture of Experts (ME) model proposed by Jacobs et al [17] , in that here the experts are the contour generators and the gates are the weighting modules. Using the WSG, the WSFC can model the prosodic prominence of the clichés in an utterance, such as the impact of the attitude and emphasis on the prominence of coinciding functional contours [14] . This added degree of freedom also gives WSFC improved modelling performance.
Each of the contour generators is trained to encode a given functional contour, or cliché, across different scopes. The scope designates the number of rhythmic units (RUs), e.g. syllables or inter perceptual centre groups [7] , that the contour spans. In the SFC, the CGs are comprised of a single shallow neural network that takes as input the absolute and relative position of a given RU in the linguistic function's scope w.r.t. its boundaries and anchor point, and outputs the prosodic contour for that RU's vocalic nucleus. The weight module in the WCG is itself a shallow neural network that computes the prosodic contribution of the contour given the context of the scope in the utterance. Here the context of the utterance can be arbitrarily defined, e.g. does it coincide with emphasis, or what is the attitude in the utterance. In both the SFC and the WSFC, the CGs are trained within an analysis-by-synthesis loop. In the synthesis part, the CGs are used to generate the functional contours, which are then summed to form the utterance's prosodic contour reconstruction. In the analysis part the reconstruction is subtracted from the original prosodic contour, and the error is distributed among the constituent CGs by adding it to their previous outputs. These adjusted contours are used as new targets for training the CGs with backpropagation. In the SFC the error is distributed equally to all the CGs, while in the WSFC their contribution, through their weight coefficients, is taken into account.
The Variational Prosody Model
The Variational Prosody Model (VPM) follows the SFC modelling paradigm and builds on it in two important ways: i) it integrates all the contour generators within a single network architecture. This allows the joint training of all of the contour generators, thus eliminating the need of an analysisby-synthesis loop with its ad hoc distribution of errors. More importantly, ii) the VPM introduces deep variational contour generators (VCGs) that use variational encoding to map a prosodic latent space able to capture the context-sensitive variations of the clichés, surpassing the one-dimensional modelling of prominence in the WSFC.
The variational contour generators used in the VPM are reminiscent of variational autoencoders (VAE) [19] with a structure shown in Fig. 1 . We can see that like in the classic VAE architecture, the VCGs feature an encoder that maps the input into a latent space representation, and a decoder that uses a sample from the latent space to generate an output prosodic contour. Unlike the classic VAE architecture, the input here is not the prosodic contour we want it to output, i.e. it is not an autoencoder. Instead, we input the RU position and the contour context and train the VCG to learn a latent space representation of the shape of the corresponding prosodic contour. The mechanism by which it does so relies on sampling the latent space during training and is not perfect. Namely, succeeding samples within the same vicinity will result in a localised averaging effect. Still, we argue that this mechanism allows the VPM to capture at least a part of the intrinsic richness of the functional contour shapes.
The architecture of the VPM is intrinsically dynamic in that the combination of contour generators used depends on the overlapping linguistic functions in the current RU. A static structure of the VPM architecture can be imposed though, shown in Fig. 2 . It comprises copies of the VCGs necessary to cover all possible RU linguistic function combinations found within a dataset. A mask is then used for each RU to take into account only the active VCGs, both for contour prediction in the forward pass, and for weight updates in the backpropagation.
The use of a static architecture improves training in two ways: i) it keeps the batch size independent of the number of occurrences of a particular linguistic function combination combination. This means that having a small number of occurrences of a particular combination will not limit its batch size, thus, equating the influence on the weight updates among the combinations. And ii) the shared graph structure across combinations allows the batches to contain a random set of different contour combinations, resulting in a better weight update direction per batch.
The loss function used to train the VPM comprised the Mean Square Error (MSE) of the reconstruction and the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) for regularisation, as proposed for use in InfoVAEs [27] :
Here, f andf are the original and reconstructed prosody contours and N is the number of prosody samples per syllable. In our case we use N − 1 pitch targets and a duration coefficient. D MMD is the Maximum-Mean Discrepancy divergence measure between the marginal inference distribution on the latent space q φ (z) and the prior p(z), and λ is the regularisation coefficient. The MMD is a framework for quantifying the distance between two distributions by comparing all their moments, and can be efficiently calculated using the kernel trick:
We have used the MMD for regularisation instead of the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) as proposed in the original Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO) criterion [19] , because it precluded training of our VPM. In fact, it has been established that the KLD on the posterior q φ (z|x), with a powerful enough decoder, leads a VAE to ignore the latent code, gives a latent space identical to the prior p(z) [9] . This issue in VAE training has been addressed in various ways in literature: by limiting the power of the decoder [9] , regularisation scheduling strategies for the KLD term [5] , and the use of divergence measures on the q φ (z) as in InfoVAEs [27] .
Experiments and results
We have designed our experiments to test four hypotheses: i) the VPM is a plausible model that can both decompose the prosodic contour into its constituent functional contours and learn a meaningful prosodic latent space structure, ii) the VPM network architecture, because of its joint contour generator optimisation, is able to outperform the analysis-by-synthesis based SFC and WSFC when using the same CG structure, iii) the VPM is able to capture contour prominence as well as the WSFC, iv) the VPM, unlike the SFC and WSFC, is able to capture variance in the shape of the extracted functional contours that goes beyond simple amplitude scaling. The VPM implementation has been licensed as free software and is available on GitHub 1 .
Databases
We use three databases in our experiments:
• Morlec -a database of 6 attitudes in French: declaration, question, exclamation, incredulous question, suspicious irony and obviousness, totalling 1932 utterances from one speaker [23] , • Liu -a database of declarations and five question types in Chinese that include emphasis at three different positions. The 76 carrier sentences are built using a single tone each, and are recorded 5 times with 6 speakers, totalling 3040 utterances [20] . Here we use only the first female speaker, and
• Chen -a database of read Chinese from a single female speaker comprising 110 carrier utterances ranging from 6 to 38 syllables in length [8] .
Hyperparameters
The two most important hyperparameters in training the VPM are the dimension of the latent space and the regularisation coefficient λ in the loss function (1). In our experiments we use a two-dimensional prosodic latent space, both because it offers ample modelling power and because it is favourable for visualisation and exploration. The regularisation coefficient can compact the prosodic latent space, but it can also hinder learning meaningful contours by forcing the mapped distributions to overlap. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3 , which shows the changes in the prosodic latent space mappings of the unique input combinations for the left-dependency functional contour (DG) in Morlec as a function of the regularisation coefficient.
We can clearly see the convergence of the mapped distributions in the latent space as λ increases, both from their relative dispersal, as well as the scale of the latent space axes. Also, a λ of 100 can be seen to collapse the latent space structure into the prior, thus precluding learning. To choose λ, we evaluated the performance of the VPM on Morlec and Chen using a validation set and found that a value of 0.3 works good for both sets. We use this value in our further experiments. The structure of the latent space for DG is shown later in Fig. 5 .
Plausibility
The plausibility of the proposed VPM can be qualitatively observed in the example decomposition of a French utterance in Fig. 4 , which shows the SFC, WSFC and VPM outputs side by side columnwise.
We can see that all models are successful at extracting the general shape of the functional contours from the pitch contour. Moreover, we can see that the prominence of the contours is captured both by the WSFC using its weight coefficients (shown next to each contour), and the VPM through its variance encoding mechanism. Here, the latent prosodic space of the VPM was sampled at the means of the distributions.
We can also qualitatively evaluate the plausibility of using the VCGs to learn a well structured prosodic latent space. Fig. 5 shows the latent space structures for the declaration (DC), question (QS) and left-dependency (DG). The shape of these contours in various scopes are shown with expansion plots in the top row for reference. We can see that the VPM correctly identifies the key dynamics of the functional contours and structures the latent space, accordingly clustering the input mappings. The number of mappings corresponds to the number of unique input combinations that the VCG observes in training.
We can see that in the DC latent space most input combinations are mapped to areas where the contour shape is flat, and the rest are mapped to areas where it is decreasing at different slopes. This corresponds to the shape of the DC contour: it is flat for all of the RUs except the final three where it falls. The QS contour shows an initial small rise, a flat centre and a sharper rise at the end. This leads to a more complex latent space in which the mappings are not distributed in a line as in the DC. The DG contour has the most complex shape that features both a rise and a fall in the peak around its anchor RU. Thus, it accordingly has the most complex latent space structure. 
Performance
We assess the performance of the proposed VPM architecture by comparing its intonation reconstruction performance to that of the SFC and WSFC models. As a metric we have used a weighted version of the root mean square error (WRMSE) to take into account only the error in pitch within the vowel nuclei. The results are shown in Table 1 . Additionally, in order to evaluate the impact on performance of the joint contour generator optimisation through backpropagation, the VPM network architecture was also fitted with the SFC and WSFC contour generators, giving the BP-SFC and BP-WSFC models. All models were trained using early stopping based on a validation set, and then evaluated on a separate test set. The mean contours were used in the evaluation of the VPM.
We can see that the VPM architecture when used with the SFC and WSFC contour generators outperforms the analysis-by-synthesis loop based training. The VPM performance with the variational CGs is around 0.02 semitones worse compared to GD-WSFC for Morlec and Chen. We believe this is due to the suboptimal training of the mean contours in the VPM, induced by the sampling procedure. Moreover, we can see that the VPM outperforms all other models for Liu. This is due to the ability of the VPM to capture the spatio-temporal variations in the context of emphasis that go beyond simple amplitude scaling, present in this data, and discussed later in Section 4.6.
Prominence
The ability of the VPM to capture prominence due to attitude context in Morlec has already been shown in Fig. 4 . Here, we reaffirm this observation by exploring the prosodic latent space of the clitic contour (XX) solicited in the 6 different attitudes, shown in Fig. 6 . We can indeed see that the declaration (DC) and exclamation (EX) attitudes map to areas in the latent space where the low pitch of XX is fully realised. On the other hand, all of the other attitudes map to areas where the XX is largely suppressed and close to 0. In fact, we can argue that there is a "prominence" vector that the VPM has successfully captured.
To analyse the impact of emphasis on Chinese tones we will use Liu database. To assess the performance of the VPM in a transfer learning scenario, we will first pre-train the VCGs on Chen. Also, even though the carry-over effect has an impact on modelling performance [13] , we will fix the tone scopes to the carrier RU to facilitate easier exploration of the captured prosodic latent space. The structure of the latent space for tone 3 is shown in Fig. 7 . Since two RUs are always emphasised, four emphasis contexts are analysed: no emphasis (None), premier emphasis (EMp) on the first of the two RUs, emphasis (EM) on the final RU, and post-emphasis continuation (EMc). From the plot we can see that the VPM has successfully captured the increase in amplitude of the pitch movement in EM, as identified in literature [20] , and confirmed with the WSFC [14] . What is more interesting the VPM has managed to capture a variation of the tonal shape in EMp, None and EMc. Specifically, in EMc we can also see that post-emphasis effects a suppression of pitch [25] . Moreover, tone 3 can be seen to transform from a falling-rising into a purely rising tone indistinguishable from tone 2. We suspect that this anticipatory effect is due to tone sandhi within an emphasis context, however its detailed analysis is outside of the scope of this paper. We believe that it is the ability of the VPM to capture these large contextual changes in the tone shapes that leads to the observed superior performance. Final analysis-by-synthesis targets for tone 3 in the SFC (left half), and contours generated by sampling the latent space with the VPM (right half). The variation explained by the first two PCA components for both sets of contours is also shown.
Variance
Since we do not have the original functional contours for comparison, to verify our final hypothesis we will make an approximate analysis by using the final targets obtained in the analysis-by-synthesis loop for the SFC. We have to stress that these final targets are not perfect representations of the variation of the functional contours themselves, as they still do contain contributions from coinciding contours. Fig. 8 shows such a side by side comparison between the final SFC target contours for tone 3 and those obtained by sampling the VPM latent space. For both sets of contours, the figure also shows the variation captured with the first two components of a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) decomposition for multiples of the standard deviation in the transform domain. The plots confirm that the VPM generated contours, similarly to the target contours, exhibit variation 26% of which cannot be explained solely by the first PCA component, and thus goes beyond simple amplitude scaling.
Conclusions
The proposed Variational Prosody Model uses a deep architecture of variational contour generators that are able to capture a well structured prosodic latent space of the underlying cliché functional contours of speech prosody. The VPM plausibility has been demonstrated across two very different languages, and it has been shown to outperform previous state-of-the-art decompositional prosody models in cases of prominent data variability. Moreover, the variational encoding integrated into the VPM has been shown as beneficial towards the exploration of the underlying context-specific spatio-temporal variation of the constituent functional contours in prosody. One prospective use of the VPM that has not been explored is its application in speech synthesis, where we believe that the modelled variability can be used to generate a more dynamic and natural prosody that is not as affected by averaging effects.
For the future, we envisage decoupling the prosodic latent space from the syllable position and scope length. This will result in a prosodic latent space structured solely upon the linguistic context mappings. One way to do this is to use a recurrent neural network as the decoder in the VPM contour generators.
